
The Dice Game

This game is useful, I think for all levels. But like most games we’ll begin at level 1.

The purpose or use of the game changes a bit from level to level - in the early stages it is a way to

really integrate the sounds of the chords, your understanding of chord theory, and the movements

of your fingers and the attentiveness of your ears. 

Those things hold throughout, but as we progress to the upper levels we can enjoy working in dif-

ferent keys, and different chords than we might otherwise not fall into from habit.

Novices might some help finding chords and keys. There is a chart at the end of this that can help.

Today we’ll work in the key of F to begin with (you’ll need your Bb’s). 

We use the dice or die to inject some randomness in our practicing.

Level 1

Choose your key. Today it is F.

Roll the dice to get to get two numbers. (If you get the same number, just roll again)

Remember that each note of the scale is assigned a number, usually written in Roman numerals.

The first note is I, the 2nd is II and so on.  In the key of F, if you roll a 1, then you have a chord

starting on F.  make it a triad (FAC)

If you roll a 2, count your way up to g. play a triad. It will be g minor - the levers make it so, you

don’t need to worry if it is major or minor but you do want to notice the sound.  If it is a 3, your

chord is A, and so on.

So the dice give you two chords, and that’s your material for the day.

Choose one of the chords - now explore:

what are the notes?

how do they sound?



Find them all over the harp

Start with all the ways you can think of to play those chords and listen to the combos.  listen....

Maybe you have a chord shape in a piece you’re learning that needs some practice. Use it.

Now try your other chord.  Repeat the process. 

Lastly play one chord and then the other. There is no set time or number of repetitions before you

change. Let your fingers boss you around, and then let your ears boss your fingers.

Remind yourself that you are playing the “ iv chord in F or  Bb”. It is a brain/finger/ear exercise and 

you don’t want to lose track of any 3 legs of the stool.

Some of the chords your dice choose for you might sound better than others. but they all have

something to teach your ears and hands.

When you have 2 chords going well, start looking at their features. Are their notes in common. Can

you play the chords so you accentuate that?  or go from chord to chord using the common notes?

Or maybe you want to play chords only in one hand, and repeat the common note in the other. or

play two notes as the chord changes. There is no wrong way to do this - except perhaps being so

busy with hand and brain that you forget to listen.

———-

When you’ve done this with these two chords for a day or two of practice, roll the dice and pick two

new chords. Don’t be in a hurry - you’ve the rest of your life to master this game :)

After quite a few sessions you might have explored all the possibilities, but mathematics tell us that

there are 15 combinations of just  2 chords in one key!! so you’ve got lots of possibilities.

—————— 

Level 2

Played just like level 1 except that before you begin you roll a die to find the key you’re in.  You

could assign any note to your die - but I like to start on A as one and go from there. E you can

choose E or Eb, but you won’t have a G. So maybe even more fun is the pickerwheel.com

Get your key, adjust your levers, and roll again for the chords.

Once you’ve found the key, for those who have “leveled up” you need to think what your chord

numbers mean.

If you’re in the key of C now,  1 is the C chord, 2 is the D chord, etc.  You always start your number-

ing at the name-note, the tonic, of the scale you’re in. 

repeat the process of level 1, but now in a new key. What is different - what is the same?  



Now we have potentially 8 different keys and 15 combos in each key so you have 120 different

combos! All with only 7 different pitches and 7 levers. No wonder music is both simple and end-

lessly complex. And remember, you have a lifetime.

———-

Level 3

If you haven’t already, study the sounds if you make a melody above your chords. Three notes are

enough to make a melody, or a “motif”  See how it fits with each chord. move your melody around.

let your fingers do the work - 

Enjoy the tasty meal your fingers prepare for you!

Level 4 

Dare to expand outside the western major scale. Add a lever (or all the levers of one note) Explore

your music theory, or just throw the die. 

Especially interesting is if you remember (or look-up, or ask your teacher) the raised 7th of minor

scale, which is the raised 5th of the major scale.. (sometimes called the harmonic minor).  Try it

and see. Raise the G to G# when playing in the scale of C.  Depending on the roll of the dice, this

can be very satisfying or very weird. Just go with it!

————-

Level 5 6 7 8 ...

The choose your own adventure (level) part of the game. 

Possibilities - 

substitute a note in the chord. play a 2 or 4 instead of the 3, or add a different non-chord note to

your chord to make 4 notes. Listen to how that alters the sound, especially when you put them to-

gether. 

make it 3 chords in a key.  now there are so many combinations...

——————-

Some ideas for all levels - 

You might keep a diary - written or on a recorder. You can remind yourself of combos you like. 

If you feel like you always have trouble knowing what levers to put up for what keys, this will really

help. Use a chart and look it up, but memorize what you’re doing. keep the same key for a few

days, but because you’ll likely have played something else in a different key, you’ll have to reset.



You’ll remember soon enough, especially if you take notes.

If you improvise regularly, it is easy to fall into a rut of always the same key, or always certain

chords. This is a great tool to break out!

The relationships between chords are fascinating. Do you like the sound of 3 to 6? does 5 to 4

make you feel solid? sad? Does the chord change the rhythm? Is there a rhythm, or are you ex-

ploring pure pitch? So many questions...

And remember, don’t be so serious. It’s a GAME.

————-

I’m happy to hear from you on the subject - especially delighted if you play the game for a bit, and

tell me how it went for you -

email: marilyn@harpcanada.com

More ideas, videos, and a newsletter you can sign up for at www.harpcanadastudio.com

—————-

The last page is copied from my Harp Start Bk 1 and 2 and will help those new to levers and theory

with their keys and levers.

Combinations are given for 3 different tuning systems. Choose yours, and then read down the

colum for the levers you need to raise or lower.

The last column gives you all the different scales you can play in that particular set-up. The dice

game is all about chords, but if you want to explore scales as well, it is a fine place to start.




